














It�s tough to graph a function of three variables directly and get something that�s easy to look at.  In this 

problem, though, x and y are on more-or-less equal status.  The x and y portions of the solution have 

the same form, with the only difference being the L or W.  We could probably get a decent look at the 

essentials of the solution by suppressing either x or y entirely.  Another option would be to plot with 

respect to two of the variables (x and z, for example) several times at different y values, to get cross 

sections.  Let�s do the latter and see what happens.  I�ll get everything fully defined and set L and W to 

one (they�re just arbitrary scale factors):

In[31]:= L :� 1; W :� 1

In[32]:= k3�n�, m�� :� Sqrt��n � Π � W	^2 
 �m � Π � L	^2�

In[33]:= Vsingle�x�, y�, z�, n�, m�� :� Exp��k3�n, m� � z� � Sin�n � Π � x � W� � Sin�m � Π � y � L�

In[34]:= Vtotal�x�, y�, z�, p�� :� Sum�Vsingle�x, y, z, n, m�, �n, 1, p, 2, �m, 1, p, 2�

And now I�ll graph a single term at some particular y, but not y = 0.  

In[35]:= Plot3D�Vtotal�x, 0.5, z, 1�, �x, 0, W, �z, 0, 2, PlotRange � �0, 1�

Out[35]=

Perhaps not that surprisingly, that drops to zero in a wicked hurry.  But it doesn�t seem to fit the endcap 

boundary condition very well (that the voltage at z = 0 should be constant).  That�s certainly what we�d 

expect to break the worst if we only kept a single term of the series.  Let�s see what it looks like if we 

keep a bunch more terms:
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In[36]:= Plot3D�Vtotal�x, 0.5, z, 21�, �x, 0, W, �z, 0, 2, PlotRange � �0, 1�

Out[36]=

Visibly different, especially at very small z, but not that different for mid-sized z.  It looks like the sum is 

doing a better job of matching that endcap condition, too.

Now let�s take a few slices at different y:

In[37]:= Plot3D�Vtotal�x, 0.0, z, 21�, �x, 0, W, �z, 0, 2, PlotRange � �0, 1�

Out[37]=

At y = 0 we get zero voltage everywhere, as we should.

In[38]:= Plot3D�Vtotal�x, 0.25, z, 21�, �x, 0, W, �z, 0, 2, PlotRange � �0, 1�

Out[38]=
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In[39]:= Plot3D�Vtotal�x, 0.5, z, 21�, �x, 0, W, �z, 0, 2, PlotRange � �0, 1�

Out[39]=

In[40]:= Plot3D�Vtotal�x, 0.75, z, 21�, �x, 0, W, �z, 0, 2, PlotRange � �0, 1�

Out[40]=

Followed by a not-terribly-exciting progression.  
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